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Tiger Band
Band Day will be held at halflime of this week's Clemson-Duke
game. Feature story on this production on page 3.

Tiny Tim
Roger nailed from all sides for
remarks at Tigerama. See editorial
page and page 6 for the story.

"He Roars For A Better Clemson University"
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PLATFORMS DISCUSSED

ROTC Petition
To Be Reviewed
By BILL RHODES
Staff Writer
The Educational Policy and
Student Affairs Committee of
the Board of Trustees will meet
in regular session Oct. 22.
Among important topics of

Miss C.U.
Crowned
Judi Kossler was crowned
Miss
Clemson University
1968-69 at Tigerama, Friday
night. Miss Kossler was sponsored by Gamma Beta Phi.
Dianne Brown, sponsored by
Delta Kappa Alpha, was first
runner-up. Barbara San Miquel, second runner-up, was
sponsored by Delta Phi Delta.
Jeanie Johnson from the
University of Georgia was
crowned 1968 Homecoming
Queen. Miss Johnson was
sponsored by the Numeral
Society.
Alpha Gamma and Delta
Kappa Alpha were announced as first placewinners
in the 1968 Homecoming Displays by the Student Organizations and Affairs Committee
of the Clemson University Stu
dent Senate.
The displays were judged in
two categories, still and moving. The Alumni Association
presented $300 for the first
place winners in each category and a permanent award
trophy to be kept in the organization's room.
"Gulliver's Travels" by Alpha Gamma won first place
in the still displays award.
"Restaurant" by Delta Kappa
Alpha won the first moving
display award.
The Forestry Club received
second place in the still category with "Smokey the Bear."
Second place moving display
went to Kappa Delta Chi with
"Judge and Guillotine."
American Institute of Chemical Engineers received third
place still display with "The
Skunk." Third place moving
display went to "Chicken
Plucker" by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Sigma Alpha Zeta was
awarded the first prize of
$125.00. Kappa Sigma Nu
received $75.00 for second
place, and Campus Crusade
for Christ won $50.00 for
third place.

By RANDAL ASHLEY
Assistant News Editor

Representatives of the three major political parties presented their candidates' views on the major issues of the campaign in a lecture and discussion session Wednesday night sponsored by campus political groups under
the auspices of the YMCA.
Jim Duffy, Republican candidate for the S.C. Legislature
from Richland County, stated
that Richard Nixon is the
"most qualified individual for
the presidency."
Ben Bowen, Greenville trial
la wye r and Democratic
spokesman, stated that Hubert H. Humphrey had devoted his life to helping the
people of America.

'I believe that the ROTC
program as it now exists contributes greatly to the discipline and self-control of the
individual and fosters a sense
of civic responsibility. I also
feel that everyone owes some
service to the government"

Eddie Hightower, former
candidate for the S.C. Legislature, contended that George
Wallace is the "candidate who
can serve the nation better
than any other candidate."
Duffy cited Nixon's roles in
the federal government as
qualification for the presidency. He stated that Nixon
has not made definite policy
statements on the Vietnam
War "because of the peace
talks." He added that Nixon
did favor "a de-Americanization of the war."

Rigsby further stated ROTC
drill on Thursday satisfied
in part the need for a physical
education program. Since
there is no physical education
program presently at Clemson, Rigsby felt drill is often
the only form of exercise that
some students get.

Approximately forty American colleges and universities
still require mandatory basic
ROTC. Federal law no longer
requires land grant colleges
to have an ROTC program.
Rigsby commented on the
fact that among colleges there
was a growing trend away
from military programs.
He said, "ROTC remains at
Clemson in part because of
tradition and alumni. The
possibility of a voluntary program is certainly existant at
any time. We'll just have to
wait and see what action the
Board takes."

Faculty Members Named
To Tri- Level Committee
Eugene Park, president of
the
Faculty Senate, announced this week the Faculty Senate's appointments to
the new tri-level committee of
Faculty Senate, Student Senate and Administration representatives.
Park decided the Senate's
members will consist of the
president of the Senate, the
Chairman of the Policy Committee, and the Chairman of
the Admissions and Scholarship Committee.
This year the President of
the Policy Committee is Dr.
S. M. Lukawecki and the
Chairman of the Admissions

Party Members
Debate Issues

discussion will be the petition
circulated by a group of students asking for the abolishment of mandatory basic
ROTC.
The petition, addressed to
the Board of Trustees was
signed by over 800 students
and faculty. A voluntary basic ROTC program is requested to replace the mandatory program now in effect
Assistant to the President
Wood A. Rigsby said, "As secretary of this committee, I
will present the petition. After
discussion, the petition will go
to the regular Board of Trustees meeting to be held about
two weeks later."
Although Rigsby would not
venture a guess on possible
action of the committee, he
said personally he felt mandatory ROTC is desirable.

"As a retired major general, I realize that I cannot remain entirely objective on the
matter. I went through ROTC
and liked it. Yet I can see
why mandatory basic ROTC
is not attractive to some people. "

and Scholarship Committee is
Dr. John K. Reed.
Park commented he feels
this tri-level committee can
serve a useful purpose by improving communication and
providing a formal means by
which three groups can discuss problems common to all
and make recommendations
to the groups they represent.
Park also commented on
other business of the Faculty
Senate. He said the No Minor
Bill, which was passed by the
Student Senate would be given
to the Admissions and Scholarship Committee for consideration.
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It Didn't Last Long
It took months for the brothers of Kappa Sigma Nu to conceive, plan, and .build
this display. It took minutes for other students to add the finishing touches.

FOR TIGERAMA REMARKS

Senate Defeats Resolution
Asking Rogers Apology
By SANDY HOGUE
Staff Writer

Monday night, the Student
Senate defeated by a 25-toseven vote a resolution
requesting
Student Body
President Tim Rogers to
apologize to certain parties for
a remark he madelast Friday
night at Tigerama.
Rogers was granted permission to speak in his own behalf
by the Senate. In his statement,
he said he "had made no reference to any contestant" when
he made his remark at Tigerama.
He went on to add that this
remark was "made in context
to previous statements." Rogers admitted, however, that
he was the president of the student body, and that what he
said might be taken as representative of the student body.
Nevertheless, Rogers added, "I believe that apologies
of a personal nature should

be my decision." After Rogers
spoke, the vote on the resolution was taken.
The .senate also passed a
bill to limit Vice-President of
Student Affairs iV'alter T.
Cox's time for holding a bill
for consideration. The bill
states that a bill must be returned to the senate, approved
or disapproved, within ten
days after the bill is delivered
to Cox. The bill also states
that if Cox disapproves a bill,
he must enclose an explanation to the senate when he returns the bill.
The Senate then voted on the
three people to represent them
in ajoint committee comprised
of faculty, administration and
student representatives. Elected were Gordon Edgin, Jimmy
Foster, and John Segars. Before the election, Jimmy Foster
asked for discussion of the
nominees. The request was
denied in a voice vote.
Other matters drawing discussion were the procedure
for senate investigations, US A

legislation and the sale of beer
on campus.
Senior Senator Dave Merry
Introduced a bill on proper
procedure for investigations.
After arguments were heard,
the bill was voted down by
the senate.
An investigation of the committee who screened the nominations for Who's Who was
asked for and assigned to the
BDommittee on Student Organizations and affairs.
A bill on WSA legislation
being brought before the senate was returned to the Judiciary Committee for further
study, and Clemson University's definition of an alcoholic
beverage was read. This
stated that anything containing alcohol, besides medicine,
was an alcoholic beverage.
This is in contrast to S.C.
state law defining anything
with over 5 per cent alcoholic content as an alcoholic
beverage.

Duffy advocated "black
capitalism" as the solution to
poverty in America. This plan
would require management
training and federal loans to
start the business.
Bowen attacked Nixon's
past record saying he had
fought against such things as
the G.I. Bill and federal aid
to education. He criticized
Nixon for wanting "reductions in welfare payments
when welfare payments do not
compare with the amount
spent for aid to big business."
He stated that Humphrey
would not pull out of Vietnam and "would continue to
support the South Vietnamese
until the
aggression is
stopped."
He added that no solution
would be found to racial violence "until the people face the
injustices in America."
Bowen answered Duffy concerning appointments of Supreme Court Justices. He said
Abraham Fortas had been recommended by the American
Bar Association, but was defeated through the efforts of
Strom Thurmond "because he
might not be conservative
enough."
Hightower, speaking for
Wallace, said that Nixon was
not firm enough on the law
and order issue.
He blamed the Democrats
for riots by quoting President
Johnson's statements to civil
rights groups in which the
President used the words of
the song, "We> Shall Overcome. "
Hightower said, "If LBJhad
kept his mouth shut, it would
never have come up." He
quoted Humphrey as saying
he would be rioting too were
he a Negro. "Here's another
one who should have kept his

mouth shut," Hightower added. He said these statement
amounted to government
sanction to riot.
Hightower criticized both
the Republicans and Democrats for their choices of candidates for justices. He stated

that Curtis LeMay had refused
to be Wallace's running mate
until he heard who Nixon
would appoint to the Court.
"Wallace wants and would
appoint conservativeconstitu
tionists to the Court," Hightower said.

News Briefs
Draft Counselor
All male students now have available the
services of a trained draft counselor. The
counselor can be contacted at 654-5483 and
asks that only students who are genuinely
interested in draft deferments call.
The counselor requests anonymity due to
possible pressure or intimidation from the
University administration.

Infirmary Closed
The Student Health Service has announced that regular office hours will be suspended after 10 a.m. tomorrow and Nov. 23.
There will be a nurse on duty during these
hours for emergency care and a physician
will be on call.

South African Exile
Will Speak Saturday
By JOHN SEGARS
Staff Writer
The Reverend Gladstone M.
Ntlabati, an exile from South
Africa since April, 1964, will
speak at the Wesley Foundation on October 20. He will
preach at the 9 A.M. worship
service and will remain for
discussion at 10 A.M.
Ntlabati was arrested in
September, 1963 by the apartheid government of South
Africa for being a member of
the banned African National
Congress of South Africa, an
organization which has defended the rights of African
people for more than 50 years.
Ntlabati was detained under
the Suppression of Communism Act, a law popularly
known as the "No Trial Act."
He is working on his Ph. D.
at Harvard after having received a B.A. from Rhodes
University, a B.A. from Natal
University, and a Master's
degree from Yale University.
His thesis will be on the ethical

justification for violent revolution In South Africa.
He regards the struggle of
Ntlabati has testified before
the Congressional Hearings
on United States-South African Relations. He also spoke
to the UN Special Committee
on apartheid on the conditions
in South African jails.
the black people in South Africa and in the American South
as the same. For this reason
he worked one summer for
SNCC (Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee) in
Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama and Georgia.
As the American representative of the African National
Congress, Ntlabati's purpose
is to raise funds to assist people suffering under apartheid,
and to locate African students
in American universities on
scholarship in order to build
up an educated and native
leadership for the future of
South Africa.

RHYTHM AND BLUES

Catholics Discuss Problems Of Birth Control
By MARGOCHEN
and
JOHN DAVEY
"The Catholic Church has
always been 'hung up' on sex,"
stated Father James F. Fisher,
the chaplain of the Newman
Student Association. "However, you could say this about
all churches and all religions.
Sex is an important part of
man'8 life and always will
affect his life and thought"
Father Fisher was leading a
discussion about the Catholic
Church and its feelings about
birth control.
This discussion was held in
Newman Hall, the Catholic
student center. The Newman
Student Association has been
holding a series of marriage
forums during the month of
October, and this had been
scheduled as one of the talks.
A group of students from the

Baptist Student Union also attended this discussion.
Father Fisher said that birth
control has always been a
problem even in the days of
the Old Testament. "Theearly
Church fathers could not
agree on the idea of sex in the
life of a Christian. They
ranged from the very lenient
to the overly strict."
He mentioned that a general consensus of the leaders
of the early
Christian
Churches finally arrived at the
belief that sex in marriage
could only be used for the
procreation of children.
"Saint Thomas Aquinas
was the first important member of the Church to publicize
the idea that sex In marriage
could be used for more than
just reproduction,"
said
Father Fisher. "Aquinas believed that sexual intercourse
was also a physical means

for a couple to express their
love. Procreation was the desired result, but the expression of love was also important."
Father Fisher stated that the
current teaching of the Catholic Church on sex in marriage
and birth control could be
found in Pope Paul's recent
statement. "The Pope stated
that intercourse was a legitimate expression of love as
long as it remained open to
the possibility of the transmission of life."
According to Father Fisher,
all Catholics are obliged to
follow the dictates of their consciences. "If they did not do
this," he said, "they would be
committing a grievious sin.
After all, the conscience tells
the person right from wrong."
The belief that the conscience
guides the person should not

prevent him from seeking
truth.
The latest teaching of the
Church on birth control said
that some natural forms could
be used. Father Fisher mentioned that the Catholic
Church has never disagreed
with the use of the "rhythm"
method of birth control. In
this practice, the couple abstains from Intercourse during the woman's fertile period.
Because there is no artificial
interference with the act of
intercourse, the Church does
not object.
Father Fisher said that the
Pope encouraged scientific research which would improve
the reliability of the rhythm
method. This would also not
Interfere with the "transmission of life."
Some Catholic couples are
able to use "the pill" without
acting against the dictates of

the Church. Some women can
use the pill to correct irregularities when prescribed by a
physician. "These pills could
be taken because they would
be medicine, and anything else
would have to be considered
a side effect" said Father
Fisher. "I know that some doctors prescribe them for women
who have irregular menstrual
cycles. The pills sometimes
cause a regularity In the cycles.
This would Improve the
rhythm method.
Some women use the pills to
maintain or re-establish the
hormone balance after pregnancy. Although this would be
considered medicine, It would
also help to prevent conception.
"I personally agree with the
idea that birth control could
be harmful,"said Father Fisher. "There could be both medi-

cal and social effects. For one
thing, birth control might
lower the dignity of women.
Men might look on them as
only objects of sexual gratification, something like the
playboy philosophy.
"Also, there might be a more
relaxed sexual morality of the
use of contraceptives became
widespread. This would have
a detrimental effect on any society, "he said.
Father Fisher stated that
he had some personal reservations about the use of any
type of artificial birth control.
"I feel," he said, "that people
are trying to solve human
problems by eliminating human beings. This is the same
philosophy used by many
totalitarian forms of government" He stated that such governments would engage In a

sort of witch-hunt, where all
people who caused problems
were eliminated.
"Isn't this the same idea—If
we eliminate the people, we
eliminate the problems. This
is a negative approach to this
situation."
Although he agreed with the
Pope's viewpoint, Father
Fisher mentioned that he
would have to follow his own
conscience with regards to this
question. "I'll agree with the
Pope's decision, but I can't
condemn those who disagree.
I only ask that those who think
that they disagree take the time
to see both sides of the question.
"As college students, many
of you should be thinking
seriously about marriage.
These problems will soon confront you. You must be will-

ing and able to make these
decisions in an intelligent
manner," Father Fisher said.
" There are many people on
both sides who think that their
viewpoint is the only one. Any
intelligent person who disagrees with this idea should at
least read and honestly discuss it."
Father Fisher concluded by
saying that this was a period
of indecision and unsureness.
"However, we will be able to
undergo this crisis If we are
willing to seek God's help and
assistance. We can succeed if
we are ready to do God's will
in all things,.
Perhaps in the future, there
will be more said on this matter. Many people feel that the
subject of birth control has
not been settled yet. I believe
that more changes will come
about.
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"The Tiger Is not » philanthropist. If yen find
it Uut which Is of interest to 700, let us know."
—First issue of The Tiger; J»n. «L, 1907

DON O'BRIANT, Editor-in-Chief
DENNIS BOLT, Managing Editor

JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor
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iWhen Administrators Fail
By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor
"The High Court of Clemson University, in session October 15, 1968, finds you ...
in violation of Section 1, Article 1 of the Student Regulations (perjury, disturbing the
peace, and acts of obscene

and/or lewd nature. . .) and
will recommend once again to
the administration of this university that you be given a
written reprimand and that
you be placed on probation
for the remainder of your stay
at Clemson."
So read the j udgment of
High Court in an obscenity

case this week. A student who
had been previously convicted
had appealed, received a new
trial and was convicted again.
Briefly, the background of
the case is this: the student on
trial had gotten into an argument with Assistant Dean of
Men J.G. Guggino over his
assignment to a west campus

H IS FOR HYPOCRISY

An Age-Old Myth
It is regrettable when a student
leader conducts himself in such a
manner as to blemish the image of
the "Clemson Gentleman." It is
also regrettable when parents and
brothers and sisters and girlfriends
are subjected to a display of poor
taste and vulgarity.
It is even more regrettable when
students attack one of their elected
representatives for behavior that is
examplary of the average Clemson
student.
For the "Clemson Gentleman" is
an age-old myth, perpetrated by
well-meaning administrators to appease parents and to maintain a
facade for the usually obscene
Clemson student.
Anyone who has ever been in the
Clemson Theater will testify to the
vulgar remarks made during movies. Many professors have said
they dare not take their wive? to a
movie because of the possibility of
embarrassment by Clemson "gentlemen."
Yet we openly criticize our student body president for remarks
made at an occasion known for its
off-color skits and jokes. Why? Because his remarks fell upon the tender ears of our girlfriends and parents, and this is in direct conflict
with the image we want to project.
It is one thing to gross out a faculty wife or a coed in the movie
theater, but quite another to offend
our girlfriends or our parents or
some unknown alumni who are so
intoxicated they are holding onto

the seat with both hands to keep
from flying away.
We do not condone Tim Rogers'
statements or his actions at Tigerama, but neither do we think any
form of censure is needed. If Mr.
Rogers believes an apology is in order, we are sure he will make one.
This decision, however, is a personal one, and should not be dictated
by any other individual or group.
What we do condemn is hypocrisy. If individual students want
their parents to believe they are
perfect angels, this should be between the parent and the student.
The idea that every student at
Clemson is a gentleman is absurd,
and any attempt by the university
or group of students to impose a
moral code upon all students is inconsistent with the purpose of a
university.
And the same students who condemn the actions of others as tarnishing the image of the Clemson
Gentleman burn Demster Dumsters, insult coeds, stumble into
their rooms on Saturday night and
smilingly attend church the next
morning.
Have no fear, dear children and
parents. The Clemson student will
always be well-protected from offensive language and actions. Discreetness will continue to be taught
to the young boys and girls of Clemson and hypocritical behavior will
continue to be tolerated so long as
the "Clemson Gentleman" myth
exists.

OPEN COLUMN

By TIM OLEARY
Guest Editorial Writer
Who May Or May Not Exist

He would swim out and climb
back up on his swing and cry
jovially, "High and dry! High
and dry!"
In the Infirmary a ThermoFax was busily looping out
over 6,000 excuses for cut
classes, and a Catholic nurse
was dispensing birth control
pills to a bevy of co-eds. The
co-eds that were ill with mono
were lounging in their beds,
wearing their rose-colored
glasses, watching their color
mini-TV sets and talking over
their own private colored telephones.
Groovier yet, all of the
dorms at the Un- University
were being used for mass layins.
The Calhoun Mansion, being too prosaic for Students,
had been granted to the faculty for their drop-outs. It was
crammed to capacity, and in
the parlor the board of trustees
was holding a very important
meeting—they were forming a
petition to Student Hedonistic
Insurrectionist Theorists, hoping to be allowed to smoke
their pipes between classes, but
alas, the Students had so far
ignored their pleas, stating
that, "Professorial pipe smoke
could pollute our pot-aerated
air." The head of the board of
trustees was gallantly playing
"We Shall Overcome" on
Floride's pianoforte. What,
after all, could they do against
Student Hedonistic Insurrectionist Theorists? Could they
abide it? Bask in it? Riot
against it?
In nearby Littlejohn Coliseum a wild Honda race marathon had been roaring on for
three days. •
Down in Death Valley was
one big swingin' Tigerama.
The big Tiger behind the
scoreboard kept on wagging
his tail. Frank Howard was
cavorting about in the Tiger
suit, a little snug fitting, but
cool, real cool. Miss Clemson
was up on a podium twisting
in her Tiger skin bikini to the
blare of the Fourteen FreakOuts playing of course, "Tiger
Rag".
And there, there looming
across and abroad the40and
50 yard lines, were all the
Students and their Dates, yelling and waving their bright
caps and hankies, and run-

THAT

ning up and down the aisles
for free beer, which was frothing in huge tankards at every
entrance.
Today, the Tigers were
playing Harper Valley PTA.
Harper Valley was poorly represented, but the Tigs were
going to win, man.
And last, but not least, Funny Boy was selling Do-Nuts,
yes, and in every single DoNut was a fortune. The fortunes read, "You are destined
for greatness." And the Tiger
just kept onwagginghis tail.
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GROSS

states that "There is no absolute standard of obscenity.
Therefore it is our opinion
that when such an act is committed and by virtue of the
circumstances encroaches upon the rights of others, it transcends the individual's rights
and may be considered obscene."
By abusing his position and
the inherent, almost dietitoriaJ,
powers such an administrative
office carrys, Guggino has
surely "encroached" on the
rights of the student involved.
Who will reprimand him?
Who will put him on "probation?" Administrators are
paid employees of the state.
As such, they have certain
technical duties assigned to
them to perform. But this is
only a part of being a good
administrator. The good administrator must have an interest in the students; his power demands that he be fair,
that he be concerned, that he
act responsibly.
When such a position becomes simply a means of making a living, and no one acts
to alter the situation, the state
and the university have failed
their prime responsibility in
higher education—the student.
I do not cry "student rights!"
or "student power!" but
human rights and common
decency. If it is essential that
we have administrators with
dictitorial powers, then it is
just as essential that they be
competent enough to mete out
such power with discretion
and good judgment.
We, the students, are not
total idiots. As long as situations such as this are allowed
to remain as they are, be it
due to cronyism, lack of concern, or expediency, the president's frequent statements of
his "concern and interest in the
student body" will echo hipocrisy as they wash down the
proverbial drain.

Tiny Tim At Tigerama
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

History Prof Favors Voluntary ROTC;
Rogers And Tigerama "In Poor Taste"
In the October 4 issue of The
Tiger, Mr. Thomas M. Hill
attacked an organization
which urges that student participation in ROTC be made
optional. It should be noted
that opposition to mandatory
ROTC is not exclusively
limited to members of CRAP
(Committee for Revolution
and Progress). It represents a
wide spectrum of students and
academicians throughout the
nation, as shown by the
change from compulsory to
voluntary status in many state
universities in recent years.
I am not writing to defend
or attack CRAP or any other
organization, but rather to express my concern over some of
Mr. Hill's contentions. I question his view that the values of
the military should be superimposed upon a university.
Regimentation is essential in
the army but not necessarily
so in a university. "Neathaircuts and close shaves "are pro-

Acid And Soul Are
Really One Element
In Clemson, most noble conglomeration of things diverse,
one can find conflicting views
and trends, such as in the matter of musical preference. The
two main musical divisions
here are the liking of that
music known as "psychedelic,"
as can be heard for one hour
every Friday night of student
radio station WSBF, and that
of "p8oul," heard constantly
■ of WSBF and at the CDA
dances.
The aficionados of these two
musical tastes are often mutually hostile to the point of
verbal and nearly physical
blows. But this antagonism
is totally without basis, as
this letter (whose purpose
heretofor may have been unclear) will demonstrate.
"Psychedelic" music is basically electrical music in that
the musicians are actually
playing electricity (for our
purposes considered as a
manifestation of that "basic
element" fire) and not the
musical instruments which actually only provide a means
of approaching and "shap.ing" the electricity.
The breaks, licks and riffs
of such composer-performers
as Jimi Hendricks, Eric Clap-

HEAK

The High Court opinion,
rendered by Bill DePass and
David Cooper, states that, "We
realize that this particular offense transpired during a fit of
temper which was brought on
by the attitude and abrupt nature of the administrative official in his treatment of the student Realizing that this does
not excuse the student's actions, we feel, however, that
this entire situation could have
been avoided by the administrator involved." Herein lies
the crux of the problem. We
are not animals and Joe Guggino is far from being God.
The High Court opinion

OPEN COLUMN

By i I'EVE.V FOOTE for
CA.SPEK FKAXKTO.ST, expatriate Archdeacon
of Hyperborea

DID YOO

I do not doubt and I am
sure anyone who has ever
moved off-campus or tried to
explain his way out of a parking ticket will not doubt that
Guggino was in fact of "a rude
and disrespectful nature," I
have had to tolerate his
sarcastic, condescending attitude myself.

liear Sir,

Funny Boy Takes Over
Funny Boy is standing in
front of old Tillman Hall,
dressed in his rags of faded
purple and gold and his cutoff-cut-offs, topped by a burly
beard and a hank of hair
which took him all of his life
of 17!2 years to grow. Funny
Boy has stopped the war in
Vietnam, halted inflation, fed
the starving people of Biafra
and perforce he is surveying
the culmination of all of his
dreams, of his rioting, and of
his talk, that vast Clemson
Un-University.
Even more, Funny Boy is
the
President of Student
Hedonistic
Insurrectionist
Theorists. Beside him proudly
stands the statue of Rudi The
Red, and before him are
lolling many sacred and precious Students, of all creeds
and colors and religions, feeding one another bunches of
grapes. The strains of Tiger
Rag are heard all around
them, and through and out
the faculty are pushing their
peddle carts, selling hamburgers and Pepsis and crying
out, "We want our rights!"
"We demand our rights!"
Soon it would be time for
Funny Boy to lead the weekly class discussion on "Beards:
Beowulf to Boogy Bear". Degrees, being superfluous, were
no longer awarded at Clemson Un-University. There was
only 1 hour of class a week
now, and the Student Hedonistic Insurrectionist Theorists
had lowered the tuition to
S1.00 an hour — and Funny
Boy would put on a pair of
socks tor class, in deference
to any of those who might
have Ph.D's or tenure.
Naturally, since there are no
more wars there is no ROTC
at the Un- University.
There was a really tremendous gas-off taking place over
to Funny Boy's right, at the
library pool — (the library itself having been burned to
provide for the Students their
much-needed parking lot.) A
large sign read,"Knock Eddy
In - 10 Balls for 10 cents, and
balls were flying and former
President Edwards who had
been chosen for this position
due to his extensive education
and many years of experience '
was falling off his swing and
into the pool over and again.

Key!

dormitory when he had reportedly been promised first
choice on east campus. Millar
claimed that Guggino treated
him in a rude and disrespectful manner. As he rose in
anger to leave Guggino's office, he uttered the supposed
obscenity.
I say "supposed" with good
reason. Iwouldprinttheexact
statement here, but after the
ruling by High Court this
week, I suppose I could be
prosecuted. The essence of it
however was that Millar told
Guggino what he could do
with the dormitory contract
which bound him to the room
he had received. The only
word which could possibly
have been construed as obscene was the relatively innocent noun "ass."
The legitimacy or illegitimacy of the claim to obscenity is not my major concern
however. Granted the student
was disrespectful, but what of,
Guggino?

ton, Jeff Beck, later Jorma
Kaukonen, and doubtless,
many others do not sound as
interesting when played on
acoustic guitars as they did on
the original electrical instruments which employed such
devices as"fuzz,""gamboyahoyah," or whatever that electrically distorted the basic
sounds of the theme. Electricity, or fire.
"Soul," to the uninitiated,
seems to be basically axial in
nature, seeing as performances depend upon wind for
their individuality, due to
sameness of the instrumental
backgrounds it appears that
the vocal (and perhaps wind
blown through a saxophone
in a rare and usually undistinguished solo) is the only
means of telling onesongfrom
another. Wind, or air.
"earth water fire and air/
met together in a/
garden fair/
put in a basket bound/
with skin if you/
answer this riddle/
you'll never begin"- Robin
Williamson/ Paradox Music
Seeing that the "four elements," which include fire and
air, are merely manifestations
of the same basic substance,
there is little of no fundamental difference betwixt the two
popular musical preference in
the "garden fair" (Clemson).

per army requirements, but
extraneous to the values and
aims of a university.
A university should ideally
be a community of scholars—
teachers and students — who
search for knowledge in a critical and detached fashion.
This is incongruous with the
notion of a university as a parent surrogate to the students,
a notion which a requirement
of "neat haircuts and close
shaves" implies.
Prof. Lewis B. Mayhew of
Stanford University, president of the American Association for Higher Education,
has stated: "Colleges are not
churches, clinics, or even parents. Whether or not a student
burns a draft card, participates in a civil rights march,
engages in premarital or
extramarital sexual activity,
becomes pregnant, attends
church, sleeps all day or
drinks all night, is not really
the concern of an educational
institution."
Mr. Hill equates opposition
to mandatory ROTC with opposition to "pride in appearance and a desire for cleanliness." Because CRAP wants
to abolish one, he assumes
that this organization necessarily opposes the other. With
similar logic one could infer
that a person who opposes
George Wallace's candidacy
must be against law and order.
Roger P. Leemhuis
Assistant Professor, History

Tigerama
Dear Sir,
Tigerama 1968, I believe,
has done immeasurable harm
to the status of Clemson University, its students, and the
ideals of the University and
its students in the eyes of those
Alumni, parents and guests
who attended the spectacle in
Death Valley Friday night.
Seldom have I witnessed such
flagrant violation of good
taste.
The merits or shortcomings
of Frank Howard I do not intend to discuss, what I do wish
to discuss is the unnecessary
taunting and subsequent humiliation of this man. What
has happened to our student
body that it will permit itself
public reticule of a man who
is doing that which he believes
to be right? What good does
it do to be so intent in expressing dislike that you tend to
tear at a man's self respect?
Were it the intent of those
presenting the skits to apply
pressure on the administration for a change, I fear that
although they succeeded in displaying their displeasure, they
also succeeded in eroding the
confidence the administration
has in their judgment. The
right to criticize is, I believe,
fundamental, but I also believe there is a time and place
for such criticism and Tigerama is neither the time nor the
olace.
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As for the crowning of Miss
SClemson University, I feel w
are in dire need of a new student body President! There is
no justification for the lack of
good taste displayed by our
present President, Timothy
Rogers, in the naming of the
second runner-up and the winner of the contest I suggest,
Mr. Rogers, you apologize
publicly in the form of a letter

to be published in The Tiger
to boththewomanyou abused
and the University you so
flagrantly insulted by your
lack of good taste. I also suggest you give thanks that you
were not flattened there on the
stage, to what would have
been the delight of most
present.
C.B. "Skip" Lahser
Class of '72

Double Standard
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN

News Editor
More and more letters keep pouring in asking
for an apology from President of the Student Body
Tim Rogers for the remarks he made last Friday
night at Tigerama.
Monday night both the Student Senate and the
"Y" Cabinet were presented resolutions demanding Rogers apologize. The "Y" passed their's but
the Senate overwhelmingly defeated the demand
for apology drafted by Freshman Senator Tim
Turner.
Poor Timmy. Everyone is so quick to pounce
and rip and tear. They use phrases like "Clemson
Gentleman" and "disgusting" or even "uncalled
for."
Rogers' statements were definitely misinterpreted; people weren't watching him. They were
chug-a-lugging that fifth or busy uttering obscenities at some four-year old girl who was making
noise behind them. These are the same people
who laughed their heads of last year when one
skit had an elephant defecate on the stage.
These are the same people who go to the flick
on Friday nights to scream every four letter word
they know so the girls get so fed up and embarrassed they get up and leave. These are the same
people who go over to the girls' dorm and in a ;
state of sexual frenzy scream remarks that would :
make Ralph Ginsburg blush.
Why then did everyone get all upset about
Rogers' statement? Ifs very simple. Mom and
Dad and Sis and even your girl were at Tigerama
last Friday. You were embarrassed, weren't you?
I mean everyone knows the dirty laundry is there
but please don't wave it under my mother's nose.
You can be as uncouth as you want but don't
let any of the "outsiders" see you. They might
get the idea that the "Clemson Gentleman" Cheryl
Jensen keeps referring to doesn't really exist, and
being from this part of the country we don't want
to destroy a tradition, now do we?
So every one keep castigating Rogers and nailing him to the wall, but do it as publicly as possible. Let the whole world know you're doing it.
And as far as Rogers' actual statement, "The
V isn't for virgin" — after the way he's been raped
this week it could never be.

Band Day To Highlight
By JOHN DAVEY
Features Editor
"Band Day," the annual
production of the ClemsonTiger Band, will be held this
Saturday at half time of the
Clemson-Duke game. Over
50 high school bands will
march and provide musical
entertainment on that afternoon.
This will be a special performance for the Tiger Band
because this year marks the
twentieth anniversary of the
adoption of the current Clemson Alma Mater. A special
production number is scheduled for this anniversary.
The Tiger Band has charge
of Band Day, and it will act as
host and guide for all of the
high school bands. Bands from
three states will participate
in the Oct. 19 display, with 39
high schools fromSouthCarolina represented. There will
also be 10 schools from North
Carolina and 5 from Georgia

at the show.
Long and intricate plans
have been made for this year's
production. The bands will
mass on the playing field and
move through four different
formations and play four different selections. An 18 page
instruction booklet has been
sent to each school and they
will practice in the Clemson
stadium on Saturday morning.
There will be over 3,300
people on the field for the half
time show. The bands will
start the production with a
salute to Duke University and
a parade of colors. The"Gate
City March" will be featured
in this number.
Majorettes from all of the
schools will perform during
the second humber, "Blue
Tango."
For the third feature, the
bnads will move into a
M-U-S-I-C formation and play
the overture from "TheSound
of Music."
Finally, the bands will

Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness.
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme always.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of great conquests
For our past is grand
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.

march into the C-L-E-MS-O-N formation and play the
old and new Clemson Alma
Maters.
Many people are involved
with the plans for this production. The conductors and
leaders of the program are
John H. Butler, director of
bands at Clemson and Bruce
F. Cook, conductor of the Tiger Band.

the founding of Clemson.
In May, 1918, Clemson cadets were attending a ROTC
camp for college students
throughout the nation at
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.
This was the inaugural year
of theROTC programatClemson and the group of cadets
attending the camp were the
first from the school to attend
such a function.

Clemson Resident Counselor T. J. Tisdale, former drum
major of the Tiger Band, has
charge of over 30 color guards
and flag twirlers, pom-pom
girls, banner carriers and
mascots.

At one assembly at the
camp, the groups from different schools lined up and
were to present some sort of
entertainment. T he other
schools sang their Alma
Maters, but Clemson did not
have one to sing, much to the
embarrassment of the cadets.
Instead of singing, when their
turn came, they gave some
Clemson cheers.

Lou Fain, director of Fain
School of Dancing, is the.twirling coordinator.
The highlight of the presentation will be the special performance of the Clemson Alma
Mater. The words for this
song were sung to the traditional tune "Annie Lisle"
until 1948. At that time, Dr.
Hugh McGarity's new melody
for the song was adopted as
the official version.
In observance of this
twentieth year of the new Alma
Mater, the massed bands will
play a special arrangement of
the old and new Alma Maters.
These have been arranged and
will be conducted by John H.
Butler.
The Alma Mater that we
recognize as an intrinsic part
of the Clemson heritage was
written in 1919, 30 years after

A. C. Cochran of Charleston was one of the cadets who
was embarrassed that day,
and decided that someone
should write a Clemson Alma
Mater. In January, 1919, he
submitted his idea for the
Alma Mater. His lyrics were
published in The Tiger, and
later officially adopted by the
college.
The tune of the Alma Mater
as it was first sung at aC:-apel
service in January, 19i9, by
the Clemson Glee Club was
used for about 30 years, but
the new one was adopted in
1948. The same words have
endured.

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

Animal Cracker Survey
Fights Discrimination
By HOWARD HARPEK
Staff Writer
"NACS (National Animal
Cracker Survey) is a society
for the prevention of discrimination against any one species
of animal crackers," according to Martha Dinwiddie,
Clemson chapter president.
Miss Dinwiddie explained
the survey was started by Ben
Marchello who is known as the
Urchin.
She explained the process of
the survey starts with the purchase of a box of animal
crackers. There are twelve
known species of animal
crackers although new species
are being discovered all the
time. Miss Dinwiddie reported
she recently found a cowboy
in one box.

The next step in the survey
is keeping track of how many
of each specie is eaten. There-"
suits are then mailed to the
Urchin where national totals
are being tabulated.
Miss Dinwiddie explained
the national membership is
only six member schools after one year of existance but
interest is spreading to a number of universities and colleges
throughout the country.
She explained there are no
specific qualifications to join
the survey except, "Do it
whenever the spirit moves
you."
She said anyone interested
in joining the group should
call 654-9864 or write Martha
Dinwiddie, Box 3125, Clemson, S.C.
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Tiger Band
Tiger Band Director Bruce Cook instruct* band members in preparation for Band Day festivities, featuring high
school bands from all orer the state. Tiger BenaMi wellknown for its color, precision, and unique drill motions, as
one member demonstrates here.

Campus
Interviews
with
-Lockheed- Georgia
Outstanding career opportunities are open at LockheedGeorgia for Aeronautical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers. Lockheed-Georgia offers a unique combination
of career opportunity and extra-curricular appeals: convenient resort areas, major league baseball, basketball,
soccer, and football, pleasant year-around climate, and
opportunities for post-graduate study.
SEE YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT DIRECTOR
FOR AN INTERVIEW ON

October 22

Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Forever in our lives.

Oct. 18, 1968

If an interview is inconvenient at this time, you are invited
to mail your resume to: College Relations Coordinator,
Lockheed-Georgia Company, 2363 Kingston Court, S. E.,
Marietta, Georgia 30060. Lockheed is an equal opportunity employer.

Your Walgreen Agency
Downtown

Clemson

AIRLIFT CENTER OF THE WORLD

LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

For Your Clothing Needs Shop

^ABBOtfS
MENS
SENECA

SHOP
CLEMSON

'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment

Volkswagen announces automatic.
Better late than never.

Ask the kid who owns one.
Some people have a hard time
communicating with youth.
Not us.
We just bring on the 1969
Camaro, then tell it like it is.
It is: Restyled inside and out
with a new grille, new bumpers,
new parking lights, new instrument panel, new steering wheel,
new striping, and new colors

including Hugger Orange, which
is wild.
It is: Full of new features
including bigger outlets for the
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp standard V8, and a lock for the steering
column, ignition and transmission
lever.
It is: Available with a little
device that automatically washes

your headlights when you hold the
windshield washer button in.
It is: Still wider and weightier
than the rival sportster we're too
polite to name.
You should drive a 1969 Camaro
at your Chevrolet dealer's the
first chance you get. i4!|^IUJ
Even if you re 42.
^^«„
Putting you first, keeps us first.

The Volkswagen Squareback and the Volkswagen Fastback are now available with a fullyautomatic transmission.
So now you can drive a Volkswagen and not
even knowyou'redriving a Volkswagen.
Except for a few reminders.
Like the 25 miles you get to a gallon of regular
gas. The oil you still take by the pint
And the time and money you don't^
spend on anti-freeze.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

Of course, the new automatic is strictly optional.
Just like on most other cars.
But we've got something no other car offers
even as an option. Electronic fuel injection.
And it's as standard as the electric clock, electric
rear window defroster, 49-position front seats,
front disc brakes and wall-to-wall carpeting.
All of which is enough to make
you forget it's a Volkswagen all
over again.

®
AUTHORIZED
DEALER
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Cadets And Coeds
Train With Rifles
There come* a time when a person must learn more
about the military than just marching. Army ROTC freshmen were drilled in the use of their M-l rifles. The classes
were interesting, and the only casualties were a fw M-l
thumbs.
The Light Brigade also went out to the rifle range to try
their skill with the new M-l6 weapons. Again, the only
casualties were the instructors' nerves and a few hurt feelings when the girls brought home better scores than their
boy friends.

Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course Interviews

M-l Thumbs Are Only Casualties

What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program for graduates
with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
The course starts early in July with four weeks of orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem,
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation's activities, and make almost daily
visits to a steel plant
Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the average loop class of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course, most loopers
are ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.
How about other loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices where they take over established
accounts.
Fabricated Steel Construction loopers are trained in a drafting room, on a field erection project,
in a fabricating shop, and in an engineering office. A looper's first work assignment is based on
interests and aptitudes disclosed during this program.
Loopers in Accounting, Shipbuilding, Mining, Research, Traffic, Purchasing, Finance and Law,
General Services, and Industrial and Public Relations go through training programs tailored to
their types of work.
Where would YOU fit in? Check your degree or the one most similar to it.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments. Supervision of production operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING - Metallurgical
departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and
metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also:
Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision
of production operations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to
architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGEVEERING-Steel plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING - Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, pur design and engineering organization.
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS—Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES - Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

NOWS THE TIME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the placement office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.

Wednesday, October 30
explore an
engineering career
on earth's
last frontier.

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company—where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.
Our backlog of orders running for years ahead means
competitive starting salaries, career security, with your
way up wide open. It also means scope for all your
abilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion
and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier and submarine
building, even automation. We're a major builder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
to the fast expanding field of nuclear electrical power
generation on land.
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're
next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
one of the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering
advanced study in high energy physics. We're close to
Old Dominion College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where you can get credits for a master's
degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other advanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
and special leaves to implement these study and research opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
land, with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative
Marion E. Vaughan
Wednesday, October 30
He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY,
NEWPORT NEWS. VIRGINIA
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.

C&D
Appliance Co.
Compleia Line of

Frtgidaire Appliances
Sales & Service
PHONE 646-3550
"ON THE SQUARE"
PENDLETON, S. C

KENSINGTON MARKET
They assembled in Toronto, the
five best rock-men in Canada;
...recorded in Manhattan, in a
prestigious series of sessions..
proving the cream of Canada
to be a very heady brew.
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Clemson Players
Present Moliere
By MICHAEL SMITH
Staff Writer
Jean Baptlste Poquelin,
known as Moliere, spent all
of his active life in the theatre.
Not only was he a writer, he
also produced, directed and
acted in his own plays. There
was, then, no question of the
author at the mercy of the
director and interpreter: they
were one and the same person.
It is perhaps this fact that
makes Moliere's comedy
seem so complete, so
polished; indeed it may have
inspired the very resolution
of the Imaginary Invalid:
"Think of the convenience!"
says Beralde. "Then Doctor
Ardin could treat Patient Ardin as easily as that.''
But Moliere was a man of
the world, too. He was, in
satirizing the medical profession, attacking a legitimate
evil in French society. The
ridiculous physicians of this
play are not so far away from
the dull, inhuman pedants who,
following half-understood tradition blindly, and instinc-

tively shunning anything that
smacked of reason, contrived
to kill rather more than they
accidently cured. Indeed Louis
XIV was literally bled to death
by his physicians.
However, the true focus is
not upon physicians, but upon
Ardin, their victim. Now Ardin is not altogether a fool!
In fact, the very first picture
we get of him is of a shrewd
businessman who, although he
has one nervous eye on his
purse, also has one firm hand
on his pocket. And he is
capable of love too. His distress at what he thinks is the
disloyalty of his family is
sincere. Only in one respect
is he truly unbalanced—in his
blind credulity and unquestioning acceptance of
worthless "authority"—and it
is enough to warp his whole
judgement. The play, then, is
not simply of its age, as even
particularly French. These
provide the flavor in a play
that is timeless and human.
The Clemson Players are
currently presenting The
' Imaginary Invalid in the Food

Fox Theater Provides
Best Foreign Films

"The Imaginary Invalid" is being presented this week. Here Ardin, played by
Jon Chirieleison, insists thai his daughter be sent to a convent rather than marry
Cleante, played by Wayne See.
Industries Auditorium. Jon
Chirieleison plays the role
of Ardin; Buzzy Adams plays
Beline; Bonnie Mercier plays
Angelizue; Barbara Hudgens
as Toinette; Ken Burrows as
Thomas and Cathy Caskey as
Louise.

Nine Cadets Inducted
By Scabbard And Blade
Last week the campus became aware of an unusual
group of individuals who paraded themselves in army fatigues, sported broken eggs
in their back pockets, and endangered the populace with
their flashing sabres. At noon
they collected on the upper
quadrangle where they were
publicly given mental and
physical conditioning.
In effect, these were the
pledged "fish" of Scabbard
and Blade, the national honorary military society. Last
week they were put through
the informal iniation which
was designed to acquaint the
"fish" with the society and
its active members "whales";
and to bring about a sense of
unity within the pledge class.
They were required to wear
the traditional "fish" uniform,
consisting of army fatigues,
candy box, and a sabre; to run
everywhere they went, and to
address each active member
with a saber salute and a formal greeting.
At noon each day they were
given a series of exercises
and other antics for the entertainment of the crowd. The
entire week led up to and was
preparation for the tactical
problem held last Saturday.
Here the pledges got a
chance to pit their skills in
small unit tactics against the
active members.
Company K-7 of Scabbard
and Blade was chartered at
Clemson in 1933 for the purpose of raising the standard
of military education, encouraging the essential qualities of good and efficient officers, and promoting good
fellowship among the cadet

officers. To this day its purpose has not changed. Membership is by invitation, given
to those who have exhibited
leadership, dedication and
other qualities which make
men officers and gentlemen.
This semester Scabbard and

Downtown Clemson

NEW ARLO GUTHRIE
As gently as possible, Arlo
dissembles the known world with
new tales and songs from Alice's
Restaurant. Live, in living color,
and to be heard with ultra-high
frequency and an open mind.

Also, Wayne See as Cleante;
Bill Gestrlck as De Bonnefoi;
Robert Corley as Defois; David Dutt as Beralde; John Carson as Purjon and Charles
Mellard as Fleurante.
This production is the first
for the Players for the semester. Last year they presented The Crucible, The Boor
and The Sandbox.
The play will be presented
through Saturday, Oct. 19, and
will start nightly at 8 p. m.

By MICHAEL SMITH
Staff Writer
At last, there is in the Clemson area a movie house that
presents worth-while foreign
movies. The Fox Theater in
Greenville Is now showing
some of the best foreign films
released. Over the past month,
this theater has presented
"Benjamin," a French movie
about the sexual education of
a young boy; "Elvira Madigan", a Danish movie about
an adulterous love affair; and
"Closely Watched Trains", a
Czech movie about war and
sex.
"Benjamin" was probably
the best of these films although it was the only one with
English subtitles. The story is
about a boy who, after many
humorous and frustrating ex-

MAC'S DRIVE-IN

Morgan's Flowers
& Gifts

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

112 Sloan Street
Clemson

654-4321

Engineers.

Good ideas
get off the ground
at Boeing.

Barbecues
Dinners to Go
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Served in a Jiffy
Pendlton Hood

Let's talk about it on
Friday, October 25.
At The Boeing Company, you can be a member
of a team that's famous for making good ideas fly.
Such as the 707, America's first jetliner. And
the 727 trijet, the 737 twinjet, Boeing-Vertol
helicopters, the Boeing-built first stage for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket. And the NASA
Lunar Obiter, the USAF Minuteman, and the USN
hydrofoil gunboat Tucumcari.
Boeing has exciting new projects on the way up,
too. The 747 superjet, world's largest and fastest
commercial jetliner, scheduled to make its first
flight by the end of 1968. America's supersonic
transport, now being developed at the company's
Commercial Airplane Division. Plus other advanced programs in early development and on
Boeing drawing boards.
They can help get your career off to a dynamic
start in applied research, design, test, manufacturing, service or facilities engineering or computer
technology.
Visit your college placement office and schedule
an interview with the Boeing representative.
Boeing is an equal opportunity employer.

Engineering and Science at IBM

"The interdisciplinary
environment keeps you
technologically hot!'
"Working in data processing today pretty much
means you work in a broad spectrum of technologies,"says Nick Donofrio.
An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering.
He's using his technical background
to design circuits for computer
memory systems.
"Circuit design used to be a narrow
job," he says. "Today it can take you
into the front yard of half a dozen
different fields. In my job, for example,
I work with systems design engineers,
chemists, physicists, metallurgists,
and programmers."
Nick describes a hypothetical case
history: "A memory systems man
comes to me with memory circuit
requirements. Before I can start
designing the circuit, I go to see a
physicist. He helps me select an
appropriate technology for the
monolithic circuit.

j

Divisions: Commercial Airplane. Space, Missile & Information Systems.
Vertol. and Wichita. Also, Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories.

Keeping up
The interdisciplinary environment at IBM helps
you keep up to date technologically. As Nick
puts it, "You're constantly exposed to what's
happening in other fields."
IBM needs technical graduates to work in
research, design and development, manufacturing, product test, field engineering, and space
and defense projects. We also need technical
people in programming and marketing.
Check with your placement office
If you're interested in engineering and
science at IBM, ask your placement office
for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Charles
Cammack, IBM Corp., Dept. C, 1447 Peachtree
St., N.E., Room 810, Atlanta, Ga. 30309. We'd
like to hear from you even if you're headed
for graduate school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM

<&s
Hi Larry! Love Kay

CURE YOUR DODGE FEVER AT:

FRIENDLY DODGE
520 N. First St. West

CUmion

"As the design develops, I work with a
test group and also check back with the
systems and semiconductor people to make
sure I'm on the right track."

So do careers.

periences, is able to find
The third film "Closely
happiness through sex. The. .Watched Trains" •won last
movie was a clever spoof on year's Academy Award for the
Tom Jones, "The Graduate", best foreign film of the year.
and one humorous episode The story is a comic one which
from The Canturbury Tales. tells about a young boy who
"Elvira Madigan" is a ten- fears he is sexually inadequate
der love story about a married and attempts suicide. His
man who has deserted his wife story is touchingly funny beand children to run away with cause the audience could easily
a circus performer. The identify with him. The black
photography in this film is and white photography in this
excellent. The images created film is well done. The movie
by the camera are beautiful. is tops. The films give those
The story of their innocent students who are interested a
bliss soon turns to tragedy for better choice of entertainment
- to choose from.
the two lovers.

DECEMBER GRADS!

Blade has invited nine new
members to join its ranks.
They are: BrainDantzler, Bill
Etheredge, Rick Etheredge,
Tommy Fabian, Rusty Smith,
Bob Smyth, Larry Stancil, Allen Teele and Bill Weber.

JUDGE KELLER
Shirts
Trousers
Jackets
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BEER LAWS

Rigsby Clarifies
Consumption R ule

Rogers Defends Remarks
By DICK HARPOOTLIAM
News Editor
"It should be obvious my
comments at Tigerama were
not directed to any person. I
was making reference to myself and not to the young
lady."
So commented President of
the Student Body Tim Rogers

WSA Elects
Officers
The WSA Association Council voted the officers elect of
last spring back into office at
the regular meeting of the
WSA.
The meeting, held Tuesday
night, was presided over by
Helen Bunch, President of
Manning Dormitory. All 16
members of the Association
Council were present.
Under the rules of the old
constitution, WSA Association
Council elect 9 officers from
among its own body. No election board members were present.
Several amendments to the
old constitution are being processed at present. The girls
will vote on these amendments
in the near future. This voting will be handled by the
elections board. To pass the
new amendments to the old
constitution will take the approval of a two-thirds majority of Clemson co-eds.

GAY
CLOTHING CO.
Headquarters for

in a press conference broadcasted over WSBF Thursday
Rogers was referring to the
incident that erupted when he
was introducing the Miss
Clemson University winners
last Friday night at Tigerama.
While introducing one of the
girls he upraised his hand in
the familiar "V" that has become Rogers symbol and
said, "The V doesn't stand for
virgin, by the way."
The comment was a rebuttal to a remark made in one
of the skits but was taken by
many of the spectators as an
insult to the character of the
contestant Rogers was introducing.
Rogers said he didn't apologize for any remarks he made
because he thought they were
in keeping with the tradition of
off-color remarks and jokes
which are prominent in the
show.
I said what I said in good
humor and in the context of
Tigerama and I don't consider it off-color because of the
context of Tigerama," he continued.
Rogers did note, however,
that his timing may have been
off. He said "If my timing was
off it was an honest mistake.
I apologue for the way my
statements were taken but I do
not apologize for what I said."
Rogers attributed the cause
of the controversy to "people
who are opposed to me, my
ideas and my platform and
are hiding behind this trivial
issue in order to destroy all
I have worked for.
"They will not stop me. I
challenge anyone to say I
haven't applied myself as well
as any of my predecessors."

Rogers also commented on
the freshman committee to

Rogers announced the formation of a student ticket policy committee composed of
Randy Peele, Bill Bonekat and
himself. He says their purpose
is to consult with President
Edwards' executive council to
formulate new policies on ticket distribution.
Rogers announced the beginning of a series of hall meetings he will attend.
The first meeting will be held
on dormitory hall B-9 Monday night at 7:30 p.m. He also
said beginning next Tuesday
night he will open his office
from 7:30 to 10 p.m. to any
students who wish to discuss
subjects pertaining to the University.
His office will be open on the
second and fourth Tuesdays
of each month for the rest of
the year.
His third step will be a press
conference every other Thursday to be broadcasted at 3 pm
on WSBF.
Rogers concluded with announcements concerning the
selection of delegates for the
meetings of SC Chapter of the
Southern Universities Student
Government Association to be
held at Furman the last week
of this month and the South
Carolina Student State Legislature to be held in the latter
part of December.

SENCONEE MOTEL

and Genuine

ON THE SQUARE

CLEMSON'S FAVORITE
INNKEEPER

IN ANDERSON. S. C.
Sooner or later you will
trade with Gay. WHY
NOT NOW?

SENECA
PHONE: 882-2784

Tiger Brotherhood Initiates
Left to right: 1st row: Steve Hinson, Dave Merry, President, Bill DePass; 2nd row:
Pinky Moore, Charlie Tolley, Joe Lhotsky, Wilkie Whaley, Mike Ballenger; 3rd row:
Bennie Michaels, Harold Waldrep, Jim Suriavage, Jimmy Taylor, Paul Morris; 4th
row: Jim Barker, Tom Clemson.

123 BY-PASS

Consumption of beer on
campus, a recent issue now
being faced by many colleges,
was clarified this week in reference with its application to
Clemson.
Wood A. Rigsby, University
Counsel, said South Carolina
State Law specifically says:
BEER, ALE, PORTER and
WINES
Article 1.
General Provisions and Certain Offenses
4-201 Nonalcoholic and intoxicating beverages defined
—all beers, ales, porters and
other similar malt or fermented beverages containing not in
excess of five per cent of alcohol by weight and all wines
containing not in excess of
twenty-one per cent by volume are hereby declared nonintoxicating beverages. (1952
code 4-201)
The student regulations, in
direct contrast with the South
Carolina State Law, merely
states, "Consumption of alcoholic beverages within the
dormitories and their immediate vicinity is prohibited."
Rigsby pointed out he felt
the student regulations were
intended to include beer, but
technically do not include the
draft beer sold locally which
contains only 4.6 per cent
alcohol according to Darryl
Merck, proprietor of the Red
Carpet Lounge.
Rigsby also indicated even if

OBSCENITY RETRIAL

Court Finds Student Guilty
By MICHAEL SMITH
Staff Writer

Hubbard Slacks
Sewell Suits &
Sport Coats

By BILL PORTERFIELD
Staff Writer

consider rat season. He said
the committee is compiling
material and testimony to be
presented at the first open
meeting Oct. 22 in TiUman
Hall at 7:30 p.m. He urged
all students to attend.

High Court unanimously
found Robert Millar guilty of
"acts of obscene and/or lewd
nature" in a case involving
remarks made by the student
to Joseph G. Guggino, assistant dean of men.
The remarks were made
concerning room registration
for this year. According to
Millar and his roommate
Robert Edmunds, George
Coakley, dean of men, promised the residents of Mauldin and Barnett halls that
they would be given first
choice for rooms in the new
high rise. Coakley made the
statement in late Aug. '67.

. How.to
interview.
170 companies
in half an hour.

Edmunds said Coaklev
Coakley
made the promise to those
residents because they were
to be chosen to live in the new
dormitory and putting boys
in a girls' dorm was an experiment. Coakley also reportedly said these students could
sign for their future room at
any time during the week their
class was registering for
rooms.
Millar and Edmunds both
said they asked in the dormitory office at the time of room
■ registration if the earlier made
offer was still in effect. Both
students were told they would
be able to obtain rooms in the
high rise regardless of the day
they signed for them.
Both students went to Guggino with a complaint about the
outcome of their registration.
Edmunds said Guggino "was
rude to me." He also said that
Guggino tried to avoid questioning on the matter by ignoring him.
iJefense Attorney Gene Myers stated his defendant was
"goaded into making his remark." He also said that Guggino's remark to Millar was
similar to tyranny. "
Prosecuting Attorney Alan
Goldfarb argues that "obscenity is not protected under freedom of speech" and that Millar was subject to state and
federal laws governing obs-

. .
cene statements.
The High Court in their formal opinion stated "We realize
that this particular offense
transpired during a fit of temper, which was brought on by
the attitude and abrupt nature
of the administrative official
in his treatment of the student.
Realizing that this does not ex-

»,«
rt,„ student's
«♦,„),„,♦>= actions,
Qn«„„„ we
cuse the
feel, however, that this entire
situation could have been
avoided by the administrator
involved."
Millar was found guilty and
is to receive a written reprimand and probation for the
duration of his stay at school.
Millar will graduate in December.

Six Students Named
To Honor Fraternity
Six students have been
picked for membership in Blue
Key National Honor Fraternity. Those chosen were James
Buck, James M. Davis, William B. Depass, Daniel Edward Hunt, John Settle, and
Manley Stormy Young.
Buck, a senior from Sumter majoring in building construction, is president of CDA
and Phi Kappa Delta social
fraternity.
Davis is a graduate student
in electrical engineering from
Lancaster.
Depass is chairman of High
Court and president of Young
Republicans.
He is a senior majoring in
history from Rock Hill. He is
also a member of Who's Who.
Hunt is junior class and former sophomore class president. Majoring in economics,

"Hunt is also an Alpha Gamma
brother.
John Settle is a junior senator from Hopkins. He is also
a member of Arnold Air Society and Co-organization
Editor for Taps. He was also
assistant director for Tigerama. He majors in biology.
Young is a senior senator
from Fort Mill. He majors
in RPA and is a member of
Who's Who as well as former
Election Board chairman.

beer were accepted at Clemson, there are no facilities to
handle the sale and distribution of it. He said the facilities which we now have, such
as the canteen and the cafeteria would not be suitable,
and if beer was sold, it would
require a building similar to
the as-yet-nonexistant student
union.
Clemson is not the only college now faced with an alcoholic beverages issues. The
University of South Carolina
is initiating a trial period,
during which beer will be sold
in the student union and if
this is successful the policy will
be adopted by the board of
trustees.
At Davidson College the
board of trustees has now
adopted a resolution that students may drink in private
homes, fraternity houses, dormitories -and the college union.
Drinking is now allowed at the
Presbyterian College for the
first time in the college's 131
year history.

Problems
Of Labor
Discussed
By BILL PORTERFIELD
Staff Writer
The Society for Advancement of Management presented a program concerning
labor management problems
at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 15.
The meeting featured two
speakers; C. R. Hall, State Personnel Relations Supervisor
of the Southern Bell Telephone
Co., and Richard R. Schubert,
Assistant Manager of Industrial Relations from Bethlehem
Steel.
Hall, who spoke first
stressed the importance of
maintaining good relations
between management and the
union. He said the Southern
Bell Telephone Company was
divided into districts, states,
and locals.
Hall pointed out the union
and management were designed to run parallel in order
to establish the means by
which grievances may be handled. The long-term working
contracts between workers
and management are constantly being prepared, according to Hall, so problems
will not accumulate.
Schubert said Bethlehem
Steel have handled as many
as 10,500 grievances, but
only 5 to 6 per cent resulted
in arbitration. He said most
problems were settled on the
local level, and were usually
due to personal feelings.
He stressed the direct relationship between grievances
and the working contract. The
working contract, according
to Schubert, is designed in
compliance with demands of
workers.

Classified Ads
Photo Frame Sale. Closeouts and one - of - a - kind.
Mostly 5x7's and 8xl0's. A
few llxl4's in the lot. Get
them while they last. Bashnan Studio, downtown Clemson, 654-5883.

FOR SALE - - 1966 Honda,
S-65 model, In excellent
shape, $175 with helmet.
Call 654-3471.

For Sale—68 Firebird 350,
6 mos. old, 10,000 miles, new
radial 6 ply tires, completely equipped. Can't beat price
at $2900. Call John Williams
after 5 p.m. 654-2925.
For Sale—68 Camaro Super
Sport 396, 6 mos. old, 10,000
miles, wide oval tires, 4
speed on floor, completely
equipped. Moves out for

BACK-BAT LAKE
APARTMENTS
(Married Students ft Faculty)
Two bedrooms, modern
brick apts. (900 sq. ft.), located 2 miles north of Clemson on Lake Hartwell. Sand
beach. Air-conditioned. Elec-.
trie heat. Range & refrigerator furnished. Call 6543218.

$2900. Call John Williams
after 5 p.m. at 654-2925.

WN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES!
»!•

Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!

Just talk to the man from General Electric.
He represents 170 separate GE "companies" that
deal in everything from space research to electric
toothbrushes. And each of these product departments is autonomous. Each has its own management and business objectives.
So a job at General Electric offers the kind of
immediate responsibility you might expect to find
only in a small business.
Right from the start you get a chance to demonstrate your initiative and capabilities. And the
more you show us, the faster you'll move ahead.

As you do, you'll find that you don't necessarily
have to spend a lifetime working on the same job
in the same place. We have operations all over the
world. Chances are you'll get to try your hand at
more than one of them.
Our interviewer will be on campus soon. If
you're wondering whether it's possible to find challenging work in big business, please arrange to see
him. He speaks for 170 "companies."

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
An equal opportunity employer

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special
surface treatment lets you erase /
without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable /
leaves your papers impeccably neat, /
■*«ABl*
what are you waiting for? Get it in light, /
medium, heavy weights and Onion
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- ; EATO^S CORRASABLE l
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores [TYPEWRITER PAPER (
and Departments. fc_.

iEJ

Men Who Expect The Finest Wear *

HIGGINS SLACKS
FEATURING BLENDS OF FORTREL® COTTON

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Cubs Battle Imps
By JIM WALSER
Sports Writer

Duke's unbeaten and unscored upon freshman football team comes to Death Valley this afternoon for a
3 o'clock battle with Clemson's Cubs.

their last outing to the USC
Biddies 21-14, will be trying
to improve on a 1-1-1 mark.

gainer Henry Walters of Anderson will be out, as will tackle Kick Olszewski.

A big problem for the Cubs
will be injuries to key performers. Leading pass receiver John McMakin will see no
action Friday. Also, there is a
chance that leading ground

The Cubs will have little
time to rest after Friday's
game because they meet Georgia Tech next Friday night
to end their five game schedule.

Coach Jack Hall's Blue
Imps, scoring at a rate of
30.5 points per game, will be
looking for their third straight
victory without a loss. Thus
far in 1968, the Blue Imps
have mauled The Citadel (390) ) and Wake Forest (22-0)
The Duke offense, with quarterback Dennis Satyshur the
leader in both passing and
running, has chalked up 750
yards in only two contests.
The defense has given up 179
yards passing and an unbelievable minus 33 yards on
the ground. The Imps combine the passing of Satyshur,
a wide array of fine runners,
together with the solid defense
to form one of the strongest
first year squads in the South.
Outstanding players to watch
in addition to Satyshur include fullback John Johnston,
tailback Art Bosetti, and another fullback John Kiefer.
The Cubs, who dropped

Yauger Looks For Hole?

TRAILING

| Players Comment

THE

ByJULEWELBORN
.->ports Writer

TIGER

Last Saturday Clem son
played as it usually does
against SEC opposition when
the Tigers outplayed, but lost,
to Auburn.
Billy Ammons, a recreation
and parks administrationma-

By JIM WALSER
Sports Writer

The Clemson Tigers return to the friendly
confines of the Atlantic Coast Conference tomorrow as they entertain the surprising Duke Blue
~ .,
, „„
Devils in a 1:30 game.
We Will be welcome relief for the weary Tigers after unsuccessful challenges
of Georgia,
_ °
■? '
Georgia Tech and Auburn. The Tigers, defending ACC champs, must win every conference game
if they are to successfully defend that title
Duke has looked surprisingly strong this season in splitting four games. The Blue Devils main
.
™
,
,
, ,
,
forte is offense, and sophomore quarterback TLeo
(the Lion) Hart is the leader. Hart has connected on 57 of 117 attempts for 816 yards and three
touchdowns.
His chief targets are ends Jim Dearth and Henley Carter, flanker Marcel Courtillet, and sophomore tailback — flanker Wes Chesson. Courtillet
is injured and may not play.
Fullback Phil Asack and tailback Chesson handle most of the running chores. Center Bob Morris anchors the offensive line which has four seniors and two juniors.
In past years, the Duke-Clemson games have
featured low scores with defense predominating.
This should definitely cnange this year. The Blue
Devils' defense is last in the ACC, giving up 468.3
yards a game. Linebacker Dick Biddle is one of
the few bright spots as he has participated in 83
tackles in just four games.
The Clemson-Duke game is an important one
for both teams. The Blue Devils need a win to
remain near the top of the ACC, while the Country
J Gentlemen will be seeking to break a three
,
,.
. , ,,
,.,,
game losing streak, as well as move into the title
picture.
In addition to the Tiger-Blue Devil clash here
at Clemson, the Atlantic Coast Conference has
another very important game set for Saturday
at Raleigh. In that one, it will be a battle of the
top teams in the league as N.C. State is host to
the Virginia Cavaliers.
If Clemson is to win the ACC title for the
third straight year, it is a necessity that the Wolfpack defeat Virginia. The Cavs play an easy conference schedule which includes neither Clemson
nor Wake Forest. They are not likely to lose if
they can get by the Wolfpack. After State, Virginia plays UNC, USC, and Maryland — a somewhat less than awesome slate.
Assuming that Clemson takes Duke, and State
is successful over Virginia, the November 2 battle between the Tigers and the Pack will likely
decide the championship.
THE LEADERS

Virginia leads in four of eight statistical departments as the ACC enters its fifth week of
play. Playing a schedule that included Davidson
and VMI, the Cavaliers offense has been rolling
in high gear. They lead in rushing offense, passing offense, scoring offense, and rushing defense.
Wake Forest leads in three defensive categories. The Deacons are leaders in passing defense, total defense, and scoring defense. Duke
has amassed 988 yards in the air to capture the
lead in passing offense.
In individual statistics, Leo Hart is first in total offense. He captured the lead this week after
Fred Summers of Wake Forest had led the first
few weeks of the season.
Frank Quayle leads in rushing with a total of
592 yards. Clemson's Buddy Gore is fourth in
the rushing department with 370 yards.
Fred Zeigler of South Carolina is tops in pass
receiving with 25 catches. Henly Carter of Duke
has 19 receptions.
Quayle is tied with his teammate Jeff Anderson for the lead in scoring. Both have scored five
touchdowns for thirty points.

^^SS^JSSSS
major from Cayce; and Chuck
Werner, a Science Teaching
major from Travelers Rest,
reviewed the Auburn game
and previewed the Duke game,
, will
,. ,.,
v
m start
.Vmmons,
who
his
second game this Saturday
said, "Ourpassprotectionwas
^^.SSJXS
the open much better. Our biggest problem was that we
failed to keep our drive going
in me first ha]f interceptions

lett is a real talented receiver.
I want to remind everyone that
at this time last year we were
1-3-0 and we went on to win
the ACC. I still think we can
win the championship, but
State has to beat Virginia this
week. We are going to win this
week because we have the
superior team."
The junior defensive back
said, "Duke throws about 50
per cent of the time. Hart
throws well and his best receivers are Courtlett, Henley
Carter, and Jim Dearth. Duke
is a much better team than the
score in the Virginia game
(50-20) showed. If we play
as good on pass defense as we
did last week we will win. I
still think we can win the ACC
and it's nice to be back in it."

USC Beaten In
Cross-Country
The Clemsoncross-country
team defeated a strong harrier team from the University
of South Carolina 25 to 33,
October 12, 1968.
The Tiger team composed
of Don Morgan, Jason Hill,
Bruce Lowry, Tom Leonard,
Jay Wilier, and Dave Hall
finished 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th,
8th respectively.
Morgan, a N.J. sophomore
regained the number one position on the Tiger te?m from

freshman Jason Hill. The entire cross-country team is
improving with each meet, and
should do well when the conference meet is run.
The Tigers had a rougher
time with the Duke crosscountry team as they were
blanked 15-50.
The Tigers next meet is
with the University of N.C.,
one of the better teams in the
ACC, on October 16.

ACC Roundup
By LEWIS HOLMES
Sports Writer
CLEMSON10,.AUBURN21
SEC power Auburn spoiled
Clemson's Homecoming by
dealing the Tigers a 21-10
loss. Fullback Dwight Hurston, led the Plainsmen's
offense. Ray Yauger was the
sparkplug for the winless Tigers.
N.C. STATE 35, USC 12
N.C. State smashed the hapless Gamecocks of South
Carolina by a convincing 3612 count. State's powerful
ground game simply ingulfed
the bewildered "Birds." Carolina's placekicker Billy Dupre
provided the Gamecocks with
half of their points.
VIRGINIA 50, DUKE 20
Virginia made a mockery
out of Duke's Homecoming
by drubbing the Blue Devils
50-20. The talented Carolina
offense led by Frank Quayle
ripped the proud Duke de-

fense for 603 yards. Duke
quarterback Leo Hart put up
a futile effort to derail the
powerful Cavaliers.
WAKE FOREST 6, UPI 7
Unlucky Wake Forest dropped a 7-6 decision to VPI. A
missed two-point conversion
spelled defeat for the winless
Deacons.
SPOTLIGHT
DO IT AGAIN, BILLY BOY
MARYLAND 32, UNC 24'
Strange things happened in
College Park Saturday. Maryland won a football game.
Yes! — Maryland defeated
UNC 32-24. A 5-11, 200
pound package of dynamite
stunned the Tar Heel defense.
Billy Lovett, a bull of a runner, smashed through the Tar
Heel line for 173 yards and
two touchdowns on a schoolrecord 39 carries. This Saturday, Maryland hopes to continue their winning ways as
they entertain USC.

hurt us especially. Personally
I got tired."
Cagle stated, "The defense
played a real fine game. But
there were about eight plays
that really hurt us. Ronnie
Ducworth played real well.
'Our pass rush is getting much
better. As for that eighty-yard
punt, that was just Clemson's
bad luck. The punt return was
on and their punter kicked the
ball under the hands of the boy
who almost blocked it."
Werner added, "Everyone
was trying harder last Satur-

The big defensive tackle
said, "Duke has one of the best
passers in the conference and
a big fullback, Maral Courte-

Wrestling Club
There will be a meeting today at 8 p.m. in Room E-631
of Johnstone Hall for all students interested in forming a
wrestling club. Those who
cannot make it are asked to
contact Mike Sloan in E-631
or Bill Shannon in D-611.
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OPEN COLUMN
By CHARLES LATIMER
Sports Writer
WHAT'S WRONG WITH OUR TIGERS?
(I write this as constructive criticism with the
hopes that it will improve Clemson football, if
only slightly.)

Clemson played great football last Saturday—
the first half! In the second half, the Tigers seemed to lose something, besides the game. They
seemed to be a step slower, and many of the first
team had to be rested frequently. Since Clemson
is playing two platoon football, it seems unreasonable to me that our players should become
that fatigued.
BUDDY GORE, although he rushed only 24
times, had to be rested frequently as in past games.
Gore might be like former Texas great, Jimmy
Saxton, who used up so much energy running that
he had to be used in spot duty only. Saxton, however, weighed only 140 pounds, whereas Gore
weighs over 180 pounds. With the way Billy Ammons mixed his plays, Gore was not overworked
Saturday.
This writer can think of several backs in the
country — O. J. Simpson (who carried 46 times
Saturday), Keys, Garrett, etc. — who often carry
the ball 35 to 40 times per game with less rest
than Gore gets. Buddy is just an example.
I suspect that the main problem with our Tigers is that too many of them (not just Gore) are
not willing to pay the price of being great football players. They all pay a price just by going
out on the field and getting hit, but great players
pay something extra. Great teams — bowl teams
—are made up of* players willing to pay that extra price.

They have got the talent, but it takes more
than talent. It takes sacrifice. You must be willing to go full speed in practice 'til you are ready
to drop, then suck it up and go full speed some
more.
IMMEDIATELY comes the cry, "Who is he to
say that, to criticize?" I admit that I'm not out
there on the field. I'm also the first to admit that
in high school, I was, at best, only a mediocre
player. I know the price that I had to pay to be
just mediocre, though, for I had very little talent.
Yet I started for three years and captained a team
that last year was 8-2-1. I got to play because
I worked hard, hustled, and thought football. I
know what I had to give up, and I thank God for
the strength of will that He gave me to keep me
going.
Only the very talented — the cream of the
crop from high school — get to play in college
football. It is unfortunate that we seem to have
some young men who are not willing to use the
wonderful bodies that God gave them to their
utmost.

I cannot place the blame wholly at the players
feet, and I am sure that there are some of them
that are giving all they can.
Some of the blame must go to Coach Howard
and the rest of the coaching staff. It should not
get out of proportion though, *or these coaches
have gotten results in the past. They may have
gotten certain values out of place now, such as
the purpose of the athletic program.

Jay^ ^yo^ddeJ™e ™J
orily completed 'one or two
passes in the first half. Both
^^S^St^fi
good job of covering the hook
zones wherewehavebeenhavmg a lot of trouble."
Turning to Duke, the quiet
quarterback said, -'Duke has
good linebackers and an ex^ perienced defense. Leo Hartis
as good a quarterback as we
will face all year, especially
passing. We plan to do mostly
the same things this Saturday.
This game should be close as
it always is. Duke is a lot better than most people think. 1
still think we can win the ACC
and, since we are back in the
conference, it should be a
boost for us."
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Would You Believe?

Soccer Tigers Struggle
Clemson lost its second
ACC soccer match against
Duke at Durham on October
9, by a score of 3-2 in a match
marred with questionable officiating. Clemson was penalized by means of a penalty kick on which Duke scored,
and then Duke reversed an official's decision to award
Clemson a penalty kick.
Andy Demori and David
Mullis scored the two goals
for Clemson. Morris scored
twice for Duke, while Tymeson scored the third time.
The Tigers bounced back on
Homecoming day to defeat a
strong team from Jacksonville
University. Again the Tigers
mistered most of the offensive, but this time the forwards were able to convert
the offensive into goals, four

times against one.
Singled out as outstanding
in the Clemson win were fullback Don McCombs, MarkRubich and Frank Schmidt.
On October 15, the Tigers
lost their third game (all three
in the ACC) against UNC, by
a score of 4-3 on a late defensive miscue after they had
battled back three times to tie
the score against the Tar
Heels.
The most outstanding feature about the last two home
games has been the Increasing number of students and
faculty who have been out to
support the Tigers.
The Tigers are idle this
weekend, but they travel on
Tuesday to C harlottesville to
meet the Cavaliers of the University of Virginia. The game

has been termed a "must"
win, due to the poor showing
the Tigers have made in the
conference.

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
Greer 20, D-2 0
F-5 1, CT>-5 0 (forfeit)
Colleton Co. 20, A-6 0
DKA Deacs 27, Spartans 0
Alpha Gamma 19, C-7 0
KDX Eagles 52, A-» 0
Union Co. 25, Architects 0
Palmetto State 38, A-7 0
C-8 7, Lower Greenville Co.
KDX Greenies 14, KSN 0
PKD Blues 47, B-6 0
SKE 20, Geer Hall 0
WSBF 8, D-3 6
Fairfield Co. 13, PKD 7
YMCA 12, Forestry Club 0
NS 28, E-2 0
Spoonville Co. 14, DPK
Whites 0
SAX 14, Dillon Co. 0

WE, the student body, must shoulder a portion of the blame for our attitude. We, and I include myself, have not shown enough confidence
in OUR Tigers. We have not provided an atmosphere conducive to winning football. We can ask
no more than 100 per cent, but we have the right
(our money goes to the Athletic Department) to
expect that when be back them 100 per cent.
The squad needs to feel the fact that when
they don't give 100 per cent they are letting us,
the alumni, the coaches and the school down.
But, more important, they are letting themselves
down. Giving 100 per cent on Saturday means
preparing whole-heartedly during the week too.

I admit that I may be partially wrong. There
may be extenuating circumstances (such as injuries) that I do not know about, but I do not believe that I am wholly wrong.
I pray that things will change this week in
practice and Saturday against Duke. I wonder
how many of the Tigers can look inside themselves and honestly say that they have prepared
themselves as they should since school started!
THEY are competitors and if they cannot say
it now I am sure at the end of the season they
will be able to say it about the last six games. For
their own sakes, I hope so!

We Pick 'Em
CLEMSON — Duke
Syracuse — Penn St.
Ga. Tech — Auburn
VMI — Citadel
USC — Maryland
Florida — UNC
Virginia — N.C. State
Alabama — Tennessee
Furman — Richmond
Arkansas — Texas
Wake Forest — Purdue
Vanderbilt — Georgia
Ohio State — Northwestern
LSU — Kentucky
Missississippi — Sou. Miss.

Laiimer
(43-18)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel
Md.
Florida
N.C. St.
Tenn.
.Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

Callaway
(42-19)
CLEMSON
Syracuse
Auburn
Citadel
Md.
Florida
N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
Ky.
Miss.

Peelo
(41-20)
CLEMSON
Syracuse
Auburn
Citadel
Md.
Florida

N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond

Wator
(41-30)
CLEMSON
Penn St.

Auburn
Citadel

■" aa.
Florida
N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond

Ark.

Ark.

Purdue

Purdue
Ga.

Ga.
Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

Welborn
(41-20)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel
USC
Florida

' N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

Glenn
(41-20)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel
USC
Florida
N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
Ky.
Miss.

Brown
(39-22)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel
USC
Florida
Va.
Tenn.
Richmond
Ark.
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

Kennoite
(38-23)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel
Md.
Florida
N.C. St.
Tenn.
Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio at.
LSU
Miss.

Holmes
(33-28)
CLEMSON
Penn St.
Auburn
Citadel

use
Florida
Va.
Tenn.
Richmond
Texas
Purdue
Ga.
Ohio St.
LSU
Miss.

SDARP
Duke
Syracuse
Tech
VMI
USC
UNC
Va.
Ala.
Furman
Ark.
Wake
Vandy
N'wes'tn
Ky.
Sou. Miss.
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CU Rat
Group
To Meet

Election Symposium: 1968
"Election Symposium: 1968
The Men and the Issues"
will be held Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Chemistry Auditorium. There will be six speakers: two for Nixon, one for
Wallace, two for Humphrey,
and one for the New Left
Each speaker will have eight
minutes in which to present
a prepared speech. Afterwards
there will be a period for questions from the floor. All students are Invited.

By DONNA SMITH
Staff Writer
The first open meeting of
the freshmen committee on
"Rat" season will be held Oct.
22 at 7 p.m. in the Chemistry
Auditorium.
Rat duties and upperclassmen's abuse of "Rat" season
privileges are the topics for
discussion for the first meeting.
The open meeting will begin
with a brief introduction by
Robert McCants, chairman of
the committee, explaining the
purpose of the open meetings.
The floor will then be open for
discussion on the night's topic.
All open meetings will be
taped.
The purpose of the open
meetings is to give freshmen
a chance to express their opinions on "Rat" season. The
committee emphasizes that it
is not trying to cut out "Rat"
season. All information gathered in the open meetings will
be compiled in a committee
report that will be used In setting up "Rat "season next year.
The "Rat" season committee
was formed by Tim Rogers,
student body president, to investigate dissatisfaction with
the 1968 "Rat" season expressed by some freshmen
during the Sept. 19 Rat riot.
The committee is composed
of fifteen freshmen.
Topics scheduled for discussion in later open meetings
are the relationship of freshmen football players and
freshmen coeds to "Rat" season; "Rat" cuts, bells, caps,
and bows and the effect of
"Rat" season on social and
academic adjustment; mandatory pep rallies and spontaneous "Rat" rallies; and the
lengths of "Rat" season, "Rat"
auction and "Rat" court.

NEWMAN STUDENTS
The Newman Student Association will have the fourth in
its series of marriage discussions Wednesday at 7 p.m. at
Newman Hall, the Catholic
Student Center. The talk is
entitled "A Doctor Looks At
.Marriage." The public is invited, and rides will be provided for coeds in front of
Manning Hall at 6:45 p.m.

APO Sign Dedicated
Members of Clemson University's Gamma Lambda chapter oi Alpha Phi Omega
national service fraternity realised a long-sought goal during 1968 Homecoming weekend with the unveiling of a new sign which now welcomes motorists to the campus
who enter from the northeast along S. C. 93. Clemson President Robert C. Edwards,
left, accepts the $1,000 gift from Henry A. Garbelman, president of the local APO
chapter. Fraternity brothers conceived the idea for the project in 1964, raised funds
through student body donations and a Clemson Alumni Association grant, and at last
realised their dream. (Clemson Newsphoto)

Alpha Phi Omega Erects
Sign After Years Of Work
not far from the Univ., is not
the original design Al'O had
wanted, nor is It located where
APO had planned.

By LINDA KLKIN

Staff Writer
The dedication last Oct. 14,
of APO's Clemson Univ. sign
ended 4 years of work to present the Univ. with appropriate means of identification.

The sign, which is similar
to the sign in front of the Alumni office, APO had proposed
could not be approved because it would be inappropriate for the site. The desired
location was to be the triangle
in front of the old library.
This sight was discarded as a
possibility because of a new
road which will some day be
cut through the area.
Garbleman stated, "We are
pleased we could get the sign
up. We felt we should go ahead
and act after 4 years of planning. It was not a last resort.
It was the best job that could
be done under the circumstances. "
The circumstances included
necessary approval from 3
university departments. For
various reasons the departments could not all agree at
one time upon what type of
sign was needed and where it
was needed. The Dept. of Development, the School of Architecture, the physical plant
and APO this year finally
agreed upon such details as

According to Henry Garbleman, Pres. of APO, the 12-ft.
high sign, located on hwy 93

Graduate Education Act
To Aid Ph.D Candidates
PH D CANDIDATES
WASHINGTON (CPS) —
Congressman Donald M. Fraser of Minnesota has proposed
legislation that would help
universities finance the training of Ph. D. candidates.

The money a school received
would go toward meeting the
minimum costs which all
graduate schools face In running Ph.D. programs. All properly accredited courses of study except those In sectarian
theology would be funded.

The Graduate Education Act
of 1969 would distribute $300
million a year among 40
schools according to the number of doctorates they have
awarded during the past three
years.

Congressman Fraser feels
there is a need to increase
support to arts and humanities programs as well as those
In the natural and social sciences, where most money so
far has been spent.

Drafted with the help of five
University of Minnesota professors, the bill is designed to
supplement -present federal
programs which provide
training and research grants
to universities.

The bill, H.R. 20189, has
been referred to the House
education and labor committee. It will have to be re-introduced in the next session of
Congress. .

type of lettering and design.
Garbleman also stated as a
service organization, APO felt
that it should take the location
it was given and it must work
with the Univ., not against it.
He further stated that the
fraternity felt it more important to show the student body
action after 4 years than to
continue to save its $1400.
in hope of getting exactly what
it wanted.

CHRONICLE
The Chronicle will publish
its first issue on or around
Nov. 22. Distribution to dormitory students will be done
by the members of Alpha Phi
Omega as in the past.
The Chronicle will be distributed to off-campus students from the Chronicle office on the ninth level of the Student Center during the week after it comes out. Office hours
will be 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
RADIO CLUB
There will be a regular meeting of the Clemson University
Amateur Radio Club Monday
at 7 p.m. In the MS IV classroom located In the basement
of the Military Science Building. Mr. Don Gray, Clemson
electrical engineering student,
will lecture on elementary
transistor theory. Plans for the
club picnic tentatively scheduled for Oct. 27 will be formulated. All persons interested In electronics or amateur radio are invited to attend.
The club is presently conducting classes in Morse code
for those desiring to obtain an
amateur license.

"MEET THE GREEKS"
Clemson sororities will have
a drop-In Monday from 8-9
p.m. In the Delta Theta Chi,
Omlcron Zeta Tau, and Sigma Beta Chi sorority rooms
on the ground floor of Manning Hall. "
SEA
There will be a meeting of
Students for Educational Aid
(SEA) Oct. 22 at 8:30 p.m. in
.Room 2 of the YMCA. All'
members are urged to attend
and are reminded to turn In
$2 dues to either Betty Lynn,
Mark Goldman, or Buzzy
Adams before the 2nd.
SPORTS CAR CLUB
There will be a movie "British Racing Green" Tuesday
night at 7 in Olin Hall. The
movie is about racing In England and all persons are
urged to attend.
SIGMA TAU EPSILON
STE will hold its second
meeting of the year Monday
night at 7 in Room 108 of
the English Building. All
members are urged to attend
as this will be a very short
meeting and members will be
approved for the initiation
period.
"CAMPUS ACTIVITIES"
The Clemson Players' production of "The Imaginary
Invalid" is this week, October
16-19, at the Food Industries
Auditorium, 8:00. Students
admitted without charge.

ECONOMICS SEMINAR
William J. Frazer, professor
of economics at the University
of Florida, will present a seminar entitled "Studies in the Demand for Money: Their Policy
and Research Implications"
on Oct. 31 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
in Sirrine Auditorium.
AERO CLUB
The Clemson University
Aero Club will meet Monday
at 7 p.m. in Room 101 of the
Physics Building. All members are urged to attend this
Important meeting.
AG BARBECUE
Alpha Gamma fraternity
will sell chicken barbecue on
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. below the tennis courts
across from the scoreboard.
Complete plates made to go
will be $1.50.
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
The Young Philosophers
Club will sponsor a panel discussion on civil disobedience
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
lounge on the first floor of the
Math-English Office Building.
All students are invited.
FRISBEE TEAM
A frisbee team composed entirely of Tiger staffers is now
in training. Practice is held
most every night after 6 p.m.
on the quadrangle. The team
expects to easilywinflrstplace
in the First Annual Frisbee
Olympics, to be held at an
as-yet-unspecifled time and
place.

GLASSES FOUND
A pair of lady's glasses has
been found in the amphitheater. They can be claimed
in the Office of Student Affairs.
SDARP MEETING
There will be a meeting of
Students for Dynamic Action
and Revolutionary Protest
Tuesday at 8 p.m. behind the
Old Library. All students are
invited to attend, as the basic
concepts of the group are to be
completely re-evaluated.
SDARP has requested that
all students be reminded that
Student Senate meetings are
open to the public. Student
Senate generally meets Mondays at 9 p.m. In Room 30 of
Brackett Hall (Chemistry
Building).
Frl. & Sat.—Oct. 18-19
ROD TAYLOR
CLAUDIA CARDINALE
HARRY GUARDINO

"THE HELL WITH
HEROES"
IN COLOR
Special Late Shows 10:30
P.M. Fri.-Sal. - Oct. 18-19
URSULA ANDRESS
VIRNA LISI
in

"ANYONE CAN
PLAY"
IN COLOR
Sun. & Mon. ■ Oct. 20-21
HANK WILLIAMS, JR.
SHELLEY FABARES
in

"A TIME TO SING"
IN COLOR
Tues. & Wed. - Oct. 22-23
JERRY LEWIS
JACQUELINE PEARCE

"DONT RAISE THE
BRIDGE . . . LOWER
THE RIVER"
IN COLOR

Clemson Theatre

Al'O feels it had little support from the student body in
its push for a sign.
Pres. Edwards has reaffirmed his support of the fraternity
in a letter to Garbleman this
week. Wright Bryan, V. Pres.
of Development was officially
"delighted" with the accomplishment and added, "I
would hope all other campus
organizations interested in
helping Clemson would have
as much initiative and perseverence as APO did."
The sign cost the fraternity
$1000. With the support of
Pres. Edwards and, APO
hopes, the student body, their
next project will be to erect
another sign on west campus
with the remaining $400.

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

SWIRL BOUTIQUE

YOUR

We have a full range of sizes of

^

'exalt

Men's Shirts slightly irregular
at $2.99

STORE

• LONG SLEEVE

'Serving Clemson Since 1909T

• BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR

- WITH A SMILE -

• TAPERED

Downtown

Cwfflson

CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER

^The F*d Carpet Restaurant and Lounge^
presents The C^rAvelles
A
s*.it
of (Clemsen ^^d

some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we Invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
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Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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AIRCF
DIVISION OF UNITSD> AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
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